The using of "technical materials" speeded up lately. Because of this, parts are being designed from plastic, which have to sustain extreme stresses. The proper definition of material qualities is expensive; despite in every phase of designing, we need it to be done perfectly. In every industrial section it is important to work with exact material qualities, especially areas where there are strict safety rules (in connection with the lifespan). In this work we will introduce how to design suitable fatigue stress for the plastic samples and how to define the fatigue qualities of the various materials of Rapid Prototyping. This information could be important to change damaged equipments and parts in the military. Due to this, we performed the design of fatigue tests to help the designers elaborate military, safety improvements and proper renewing technologies.
Introduction
Nowadays the break-through of plastic materials is significant, while we know less about its qualities than we do about metals. Of course technical materials have strength indicators too, for example tensile strength, elongation or Young modulus, but we do not know their resistance against cyclic stresses. [1] The fatigue qualities of plastic materials produced by rapid prototyping were not even defined yet. We performed the planning of tests for injecting molded, standard technical plastic samples. We will use the experiences earned this way to design the tests for parts created by rapid prototyping. 
The planning of fatigue investigation
The essential of fatigue calibration is to invent the fatigue limit for each material. The standard prescribes a minimum of four samples, despite sometimes about 80 -100 experiments are needed for a proper result. The literature often provides the ratio of measured strength values' (measured under fatigue limit and short-time stress). We do not have a suitable way to measure this value for plastic materials as for metals. The manufacturer companies give advices concerning their own materials. Research on polymers has to be done with the use modern, trustworthy and fast equipments and technologies.
The behavior of polymers under fatigue stress is greatly different from metals. Under the investigation, the flexibility modulus of steel is not changing, if it stays within the Hook flexibility range. The damping of metals is smaller compared to polymers, and because of this, the heat of the specimen is not increasing significantly. In metals, the flexibility modulus and the amplitude of stress-changing are not or hardly changing by the warming. Plastics have great inner attenuation, but have bad thermal conductivity, so specimens exposed to fatigue stress will increase their heat even under 10 Hz frequencies, and their flexibility modulus is decreasing as well. To define the fatigue limit, we have designed and produced equipment, which can examine 40 specimens at the same time. In this, the sample -in the axis, which is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis-, is exposed to bending. The plane of the moment contains the longitudinal axis of the sample. The moment loads the specimen in one, or both ends clamped.
The equipment designed and produced by us, which can cause bending stress, can be seen in Figure 1 . Approximately 55-60 specimens are needed for the research. In first step, we have to define the level of the stress. To do it, we stressed 5 -10 specimens till they break -considered the length of each specimens-with our Instron 3366 tensile strength measuring equipment (Figure 2 ). We have set the experimental frequency to 2,5 Hz. In the clamping head we placed 4x10 specimens. We performed the exhaustion at room temperature, in four phases. We have stressed the samples with 1000 cycles in the first, 10.000 cycles in the second, 100.000 cycles in the third, and 1.000.000 cycles in the fourth phase. [3] 272 A. Fodor, P. Boza
Evaluation of results
The whole experiment lasted for more than seven days. After each cycles, the equipment stopped based on the signal of its own counter. Once stopped we could take out the stressed experimental samples.
In the first phase, we investigated the heat caused by the inner attenuation and bad thermal conductivity, with the FLIR T360 infrared camera (Figure 4. ).
Figure 4: The heat at the bending point
The heat has stabilized after about 4 minutes, approximately increasing 2C. The cycle number can be calculated in connection with the elapsed time, as we know the experimental frequency. According to this, after about 600 cycles the heat at the bending point will be stabilized. After performing the whole experimental series, according to the nonstressed, and the stress levels for each exhaustion cycles, we have axially tensioned them till they break (as we did it before), with the Instron 3366, at room temperature. In the first column of the above exhaustion cycle number, in the second the tensile extension at break, and in the third the loads at break.
Summary
For polymers, fatigue limit can't be defined as it can be for metals. Experiments are usually done till 10 7 cycle number. To do this, or any other load rate test, we have to set a number of fatigue limit belonging to cycle number, moisture content, environmental temperature and stress fracture probability. Literatures often grant the division of measured strength values' (measured under fatigue limit and short-time stress). [1] [4] The manufacturer companies give advices to their own materials.
Because of the above mentioned facts, the available time and financial reasons we have performed the experiment with PA3WG6 technical plastic specimens. Defining the tendency of exhaustion limit, in a different way than usually, we did not perform the investigation in each stress level till break, but in the chosen stress level, after each cycle number we implemented tensile tests in the specimens.
With experiences earned within the experiments, we made the following conclusions.
The chosen stress level (amplitude) was proved to be too high. At the highest cycle number, 90% of the specimens broke, while the not-fully-destroyed pieces' stress levels did not decrease decently. The explanation of this phenomenon is that the existing PA3WG6 material specimen contains 30% glass fiber, so the fiber's destruction limit defined the maximal tensile force. The tensile elongation decreased significantly. The reason of this can be the exhaustion of the Polyamid matrix material.
The chosen material is greatly different from materials produced by rapid prototyping. According to this, it can be stated, that this was not a fortunate choice. In the second phase of the experiment, we will try with lower stress level, and a material that does not have fiber reinforcements in it. Despite the results, it is proved that the process has been thought correctly, because the tendency of destruction limit was reducing as we changed the stress levels.
